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Tomorrow’s class
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AI

• Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the branch of computer science that deals with 
automating tasks that typically require human intelligence.


• In the past years AI has been widely applied across different domains. Health 
care.


• To deploy AI systems, we test them against benchmarks (or validation sets).


• The goal is to outperform the previous existing models.


• E.g., in Machine Learning we usually resort to accuracy metrics. The 
highest the accuracy, the better the model.
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Since 2012, the amount of computing used for AI 
training has been doubling every 3.4 months
• https://openai.com/blog/ai-and-compute/
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• To create better AI systems we are currently adding


• More data


• More experiments


• Larger models
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The Equation of Red AI

Cost(R) ∝ E·D·H
Cost of a single (E)xample

Size of (D)ataset

Number of (H)yperparameters

By Schwartz et al. (2020)



Issues of Red AI

• High costs (hardware, electricity, data access, etc.)


• Limited reproducibility. 


• Energy consumption.


• Carbon emissions.


• SMEs can hardly be competitive.


• Groundbreaking AI research is mostly done by tech giants.
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A few examples of Red AI

• Google’s BERT-large


• 350 million features


• Trained for 2.5 days using 512 TPU chips, costing $60K+


• Open-GPT3


• 175 billion features


• AlphaGo


• 1920 CPUs, 280 GPUs, costing $35M
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Red AI

Accuracy: 0.999999999

Green AI

• Energy

• Time

• Reproducibility

• Reusage



Research on Green AI

• Most literature revolves around 
position papers. (?)
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How can we adopt Green AI
• Check whether AI is needed. 

• Select green datacenters.


• Run on low carbon intensity hours.


• Opt for GPU-optimised solutions 


• Opt for low-power hardware (e.g., Nvidia Jetson boards)


• Or GPUs that provide energy metrics (e.g., NVIDIA GPUs via the nvidia-smi tool)


• Report energy/carbon metrics (e.g., embed in MLFlow?)


• Use pre-trained models (Transfer Learning)


• Preprocess dataset to reduce size.


• Improve parameter-tuning strategy.
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Reporting energy/carbon footprint
• We need benchmarks.


• AllenAI leaderboard 
https://leaderboard.allenai.org


• No carbon metrics, yet


• Report comparable proxies for energy 
consumption.


• ⚠ Learning algorithms behave in a non-
deterministic


• ⚠ Different data-points lead to different 
energy consumption
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Reporting energy/carbon footprint
• Reporting measured energy consumption


• + Accurate

• + Easy to map to carbon emissions

• - Hard to measure


• Reporting time / estimation based on time & hardware

• + Easy to measure

• + Correlates with energy consumption in most cases.

• -  Difficult to compare with measurements from other setups


• E.g., floating point operations (FPOs) (?)

• + comparable across different setups

• + cheap

• - does not factor in energy consumption in memory

• - does not reflect carbon emissions
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Data-centric AI



Data-centric AI
• Emerging discipline that deals with systematically engineering data to build AI 

systems.


• Shift from improving the training strategy to improving the data.


• It is better to have small but reliable datasets than large but noisy 
datasets.


• => Improve data collection, data labelling, and data preprocessing.


• More about data-centric AI by Andrew Ng: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06-AZXmwHjo
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Green Data-centric AI

• How do different ML algorithms compare 
in terms of energy consumption?


• How does number of rows relate to the 
energy consumption of ML models?


• How does number of features relate to 
the energy consumption of ML models?


• What is the impact of reducing data in the 
performance of the model?


• Method -> results -> discussion
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Method

• Single object of study: natural language model to detect spam messages.


• 6 machine learning algorithms: SVM, Decision Tree, KNN, Random Forrest, 
AdaBoost, Bagging Classifier.


• Reduce the number of rows. 10%, 20%, .., 100%


• Stratified random sampling (?)


• Reduce the number of features. 10%, 20%, .., 100%


• Feature importance metric based on the Chi-Square Test (Chi2)


• Estimate energy consumption using a RAPL-based tool. (?)
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• Repeat 30 times


• Fix random seeds


• …


• Data was not Normal => tailed Normal distribution.
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Results: energy consumption of algorithms



Results: energy vs data shape



Results: performance vs data shape



Discussion
• Other data properties should be investigated.


• E.g., data types


• Reporting energy data is essential. It can lead to different model selection without 
hindering model performance.


• There is a big opportunity in:


• Model destillation. Distill the knowledge of a complex model into a simpler one.


• Core set extraction. (extracting the smallest subset that keeps the 623 key dataset 
properties)


• Dataset destillation. (Derive/distill a smaller dataset into a synthetic dataset that 
yields similar models)
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Green AI at Facebook
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Carbon footprint mapped to the AI lifecycle

• There are 4 main overarching stages where carbon emissions need to be isolated: data 
collection, experimentation, training, inference.


• At Facebook, recommendation systems split energy consumption evenly between 
training and inference; text translation models have a 35%/65% split. (Operational cost)


• Operational/embodied cost split: 30%/70%
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Open issues according to Meta
• A vast portion of projects only use GPUs at 30%. 

Should be higher to attenuate embodied carbon.
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Federated learning

• Federated learning consists of training a ML model across multiple 
decentralized edge devices holding local data samples.


• Federated-learning is a nice solution for devices with limited energy 
resources. E.g., IoT.
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Federated learning might not be the solution
• Most of the carbon footprint stems from communications
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